
PRECINCT 5 SECURITY ALERTS: 

 

Tuesday, 7-30-2019, around 11 p.m., a resident on the 10800 block of Holly Springs saw a silver 

4-door sedan pulling into the driveway across the street. The resident witnessed a black male and 

female exit the vehicle and walk into the back yard. The Constables checked the home and there 

was no forced entry. 

Wednesday, 7-31-2019, units received a suspicious vehicle call of off Kirkwood and Memorial. 

A male in a white Chrysler sedan pulled up to a house. He exited the vehicle, walked to the back 

yard and began looking through windows. When the suspect saw the resident inside the house, 

he took off running. The suspect got in the white Chrysler sedan and drove away. The resident’s 

RING cameras recorded this event. The suspect is a male, wearing a cap, face cover, jacket, 

gloves and pants so it was difficult to make out his race. Deputy Rodriguez worked a burglary 

off S. Dairy Ashford and Memorial yesterday, possibly the same suspect. 

Although the latter did not occur in Lakeside, LIA and Deputy Rodriguez think you should be 

aware of both of these incidents. Please look out for a silver 4-door sedan, a white Chrysler 

sedan or any individuals wearing heavy clothing. 

Please continue to: 

• lock your doors, gates, windows and garages 

• enable alarms and cameras if you have them 

• park vehicles in your garage or in your driveway behind gates, leaving no valuables 

inside 

• leave exterior lighting on at night 

Wednesday, 5/1/2019, at approximately 11:15 a.m. a suspect (possibly a tall, thin, black male in 

a black Jeep Cherokee with tinted windows) stole some equipment from the driveway that 

belonged to a cleaning company. The company was servicing a resident in the 11100 block of 

Lakeside Forest Ln. 

It was reported that a white female driver and a white male passenger in a blue Hyundai Kona 

took a blower from a lawn crew. On 4/29/2019, $10,000 worth of equipment was stolen from a 

lawn crew on Woodland Park. Unknown suspect info. 

Please be alert and keep garage doors closed, lights on at night and if you see something, say 

something. 

 


